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MIT Booters Fall Prey to Trinity
To Face WPI Here On Saturday

As second game of the season MIT went on the road, and lost to Trinity College by a score of 5-1. Much of this adverse result must be credited to an extremely fast Trinity forward line, which used short passes, quick switches of position and a better disposition to go meet the ball.

In its first minutes of the game the MIT defense was the strong unit we had seen Army's effectiveness. The forward line was fast with precise passing, and was enough "Manny" Fanning, '60, opened the scoring. Playing almost entirely in their opponent's field the Cardinal-and-Grey appeared to be in for an easy win when George Gro, '48, the goalie, dropped a ball in front of the net and the Trinity center-forward just had to kick it in.

The players began to panic and forget their instructions. Andrus Villa, '60 center-half, remodeled in the middle of the field too much, not covering for Ronyson. Fanning, '60, marked the wings at too great a distance allowed them time enough to trap the ball and cross it dangerously. To add to the mistakes, Trinity's center half, '60, opened the scoring. Playing almost entirely in their opponent's field the Cardinal-and-Grey appeared to be in for an easy win when George Gro, '48, the goalie, dropped a ball in front of the net and the Trinity center-forward just had to kick it in.
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STUDYING CAN BE SCREAMS

If studying is bugging you, try mnemonics.

Mnemonics, as we all know, was invented by the great Greek philosopher Simonides in 520 B.C. (Mnemonics, incidentally, was only one of the inventions of this fertile Athenian.) He also invented the triangle which, as you may imagine, was of inestimable value to mankind. Before the triangle people who wished to go from floor to floor were forced to live out their lives, willfully, as the floor ground, and many of them grew cross as bears. Especially Demosthenes who was elected Consul of Athens three times but never served because he was unable to get up to the office of Commissioner of Cults on the third floor to be sworn in. But after Mnemon's invention, Demosthenes got up to the third floor may as well as to Athens' corner, as it turned out. Demosthenes, his temper shortened by years of renunciation to the ground floor, soon embraced his countrymen in a series of seamless words with the Persians, the Greeks and the Egyptians. Since he was voted out of office in 317 B.C. and Mnemon, who had made his invention possible, was killed in battle with fruit salad in the Duomo. This later became known as the Missouri Compromise.
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But I digress. We were discussing mnemonics, which are nothing more than aids to memory—catchwords or jingles that help you remember names, dates and places. For example:

Columbus sailed the ocean blue
In fourteen hundred and ninety-two.
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Columbus sailed the ocean blue
In fourteen hundred and ninety-two.

As simple! Make up your own jingles. What, for instance, is the important event immediately following Columbus's discovery of America? The Boston Tea Party, of course. Try this:

Saman A drink the tea
Into the little tea cups.

(NOTE: The Zuyder Zee was located in Boston Harbor until 1904 when Samuel P. Chase traded it to Holland for Louisiana.)
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